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RESU!\,IEN 
A partir tk caton.:e ~ismos de subduccit1n. agrupados en dos trayectorias (una perpendicular y otra paralcl~l a Ia linea de 

costa). ~e calcull) un apilado sohre las curvas de dispersil)n de vdocidad de grupo. Estas curvas promedio fueron invenidas 
usando. por separauo. los ml!todos de algoritmos gencticos y recristalizacion simulada. Los resultados muestran fuertcs difercn
cias entre amhos modelos corticalcs. sohre todo. en los par:.imetros ue Ia capa mas somera Y en Ia localizacidn del Moho. Estas 
diferencias pueden ser explicauas uehido a que Ia primera trayectoria atravicsa cl tcrreno tcctonoestratigdfico "Guerrero" y Ia 
segunda e1 "Oaxaca". 

La invcrsil1n con algoritmos genctil'os tGA) proho scr considerahlemente m~is r:.ipida que a4uclla con recristalizacil1n simu
lada (SA). Por otro laJo SA requierc una pequei\a cantiuad de memoria y alcanza un desajuste menor 4ue G.A. 

PALABRAS CLAVE: Algoritmos gencticos. recristalizacil)n simulada. dispersi6n. estructura cortil.·al. 

ABSTRACT 
We have computed group velocities of the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves along two paths using hroadhand seismo

grams of fourteen subduction-zone earth4uakes in Mexico. One path crosses the Guerrero terrane while the other tra\ erses the 
Oaxaca terrane. The dispersion curves have been inverted for crustal structure using genetk and simulated annealing algorithm~. 
Our results show signilicant Jiffcrences in crustal structure beneath the Guerrero and the Oaxaca terranes. espe~.:ially in vclocitv or 
the superficial layer and Moho uepth. The genetic algorithm (GA) is considerahly faster than the simulated annealing algori~hm 
<SA). On the other hand. the SA requires a small computer memory. Another significant advantage of SA is that it reaches a 
smaller misfit value than GA. 

KEY WORDS: Genetic algorithm. simulateu annealing. surface-wave dispersion. crustal structure of Mexico. 

INTRODUCTION 

Inverse problems in geophysics have often been soh·eJ 
using linear methods. In many geophysical problems classi
cal least-squares inversion has proved to be a useful tool in 
extracting infonlullion from observed data. However. when 
the forward problem is non-linear the classical inversion re
quires expanding in Taylor series which makes it difficult 
for the solution to converge to the global minimum. espe
cially if the a priori information is sparse. Recent advances 
in computational capabilities allow the usc of optimization 
techniques which explore the entire solution domain to find 
the glohal minimum. Although these techniques often require 
a large computational effort. they arc preferable to nonlinear 
inversion. Simulated Annealin~ (SA) (Kirkpatrid.;. eta/ .. 
I <-JX3) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Holland. 1975) arc two 

semi-global optimit.ation methods that can he easily imple
mented to solve many geophysical itwersc problems. Re
cently. these methods have heen used to Jetermine earth
quake source parameters (Hart tell and Liu. ll)l)) ). to obtain 
clastic pro pert ics from v.·aveforms (e.g. SambriJge and 
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Drijoningen. 1992; Zhou et al .. ItJ95). and to estimate rc:sis
tivity properties (~en ct al .. _ 1993 ). In t_his study. we apply 
these methods to mvert surface wave dispersion curves for 
crustal structure in two regions of Mexico. 

The main idea of a genetic algorithm (Holland. 1975 
and Goldberg. 1989) is to translate the common genetic pro
cess (selection. crossover. and mutation) into a computational 
language to apply in optimization problems. Each model (set 
of parameters) is codified in a binary scheme. simulating the 
genetic information of an organism. forward problem is :om
puted anJ the theoretical response is compared with observed 
data using some misfit function. A selection process. based 
on misfit for each model. simulates the death risk of an or
ganism from predators. Only those moJels whose misfit val
ues arc small remain in the inversion process. After selec

tion. the information contained in the ~enctic chain is inter
changed between pairs of models. This is similar to sexual 
reproduction in natural evolution: it permits the diversity of 
models. Finally. the parity of some hit is changed over some 
models. simulating the mutation process which occur in the 
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nature. All of these procedures are included in an iterati ve 
scheme, which stops when some desired misfit criterion is 
reached . 

The simulated annealing method, deve loped by 
Kirkpatrick eta!. ( 1983), attempts to reproduce the anneal
ing process. When a mineral substance is slowly cooled, crys
tals are formed. If it is rapidly frozen on ly glasses are ob
tained. Thi s principle leads to a computational algorithm to 
perform nonlinear inversion. By perturbing an initia l model, 
the algorithm computes the forward problem and the misfit 
between data and synthetics. The misfit val ue of a new model 
may be higher than the misfit value for the initial model; 
however, i7s existence is determined by computing a prob
abil ity based on an ''energy" function (Vasudevan et a!. , 
1991 ), which depends on the misfit and also on a constant, 
Which may be denoted temperature. This procedure is equi va
l~ nt of computing the existence probability of a specific con
ftguration in a thermodynamic process . It allows to escape 
from local minimum s. The process is iterati ve as the tem
perature parameter is slowly reduced. 
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In this paper. we apply both techniques 10 surface
wave dispersion curves to obtain LTustal structun.: be neath 
Guerrero and Oaxaca. Several st udies deal w ith the seismic 
velocity structu re in different locations of Mexico (e.g. Fix. 
1975; Valdes eta! .. 1986; Gomberg et of .. llJXX: Nava et 
a! .. 1988: Campillo et al .. l lJX9: Valdes and Meyer. 19%). 
but knowledge of the structure is s till lacking in many re
gions. Some in formation can be ohtai ned from ~orne t(l!llO
graphic studies which cover Mexico (Van tier Lee and No let. 
1997: Vdovin eta! .. 1999). However. because of large un
certainties and poor spatia l resoluti on. these s tudies do not 
provide precise in formation on crusta l and upper mantle 
structure. 

Campa & Cooney ( IS>X3) distinguish between scn:ral 
tectonostratigraphic terranes in Guerrero and Oaxaca (Fig
ure I ). The basement of the Oaxaca terrane. called the 
Oaxaca Complex. is formed by Precambrian metamorphic 
rocks. The basement of Mixteco and Guerrero terranes (the 
Acatlan Complex) consists of earl y Paleo;.oic metasedimen ts 
covered by Mesozoic volcanic and sedimentary sequences. 
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Fig. I. Epicenters of the fourteen events li sted in Table I and the l ocat 1lJn~ of the two stations u~ed in thi~ stud v. Thc evc nt>. which lie in thc 
~haded ~ector with apex at station CU I G. arc grouped together. The wave path' in this sector belong to path I. Si.milarl y. the event' l y tn~ in the 
~haded ~ector with apex at PLIG arc grouped together and the wave paths helong to path 2. The circled number~ mdi cate IectnnP, tratigraphtc 
terrane~. T l: Guerrero. T2: Mi xtcco, T3: Oaxaca. T4: Zapotcco. TS: Xolapa, and T6: Mexican Volcanic Rclt I Campa and CPonc;.. l'IX 3 l. 

Although path~ I and 2 cross several terranes. !'or simplicit y path 1 is assigned to Guern.:ro and path 2 1<> Oaxaca. 
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We have obtained records of 14 subduction-zone earth
quakes along two paths. one crossing the Mixteco-Guerrero 
terrane and the other crossing mostly the Xolapa-Mixteco 
terrane (Figure 1 ). The terranes covered by paths 1 and 2 are 
referred as Guerrero and Oaxaca, respectively. We have mea
sured the group velocity of the fundamental Rayleigh mode 
along each of the paths. As mentioned above, we apply the 
genetic and the simulated annealing methods to obtain the 
crustal structure from the measured surface waves disper
sion curves. Some modifications have been made to the clas
sical SA and GA schemes. A comparison of the two methods 
is made in terms of speed, memory requirements, and con
vergence efficiency. 

DATA AND PROCESSING 

We usc vertical-component seismograms (Table 1) to 
measure group velocities of the fundamental mode of the 
Rayleigh wave. The seismograms arc divided in two groups. 
One group consists of ten well-located events along the 
Guerrero coast recorded at station CUIG in Mexico City. 
Seismograms from this group arc used to determine the struc
ture of the Guerrero terrane. The second group of events, 
used to find the structure of the Oaxaca terrane, consists of 
four events located ncar the coast of Oaxaca recorded at sta
tion PLIG situated ncar Iguala. The locations and magni
tudes of these events were taken from the catalog of the 
Scrvicio Sismol6gico Nacional. 

The locations of stations and events arc shown in Fig
ure I. Both stations arc part of the Mexican broadband seis
mological network (Singh eta/., 1997). 

We usc the multiple filter technique (Dziewonski eta/ .. 
1969) and logarithmic stacking (Campillo et a/ .. 1996: 
Shapiro eta/., 1997) to compute stacked dispersion curves 
of the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves for both paths. 
The multiple filter technique consists of the application of a 
set of Gaussian amplitude filters with different central fre
quencies to the input spectrum. followed by calculation of 
inverse Fourier transfonns. The group arrival times are esti
mated from the maxima of the time envelopes. It is known 
that this method leads to a systematic error in the group
velocity measurements (Levshin et al .. 1989) due to the wrong 
frequency assignation related with the variation of spectral 
amplitude, which shifts the central frequency of the filtered 
spectrum. To avoid this error. we apply a correction proposed 
by Shapiro and Singh ( 1999) for the frequency assignation 
of each group velocity value. It consists of the computation 
of a centroid frequency. which is the frequency where the 
filtered spectrum attains its maximum. The filtered spectrum 
is assigned to this centroid frequency. 

The logarithmic stacking consists of multiplication of 
the normalized amplitudes of the spectrum in the group-time 
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domain. It provides an average dispersion curve and the stan-
dard deviation at each computed period. Figure 2 shows 
stacked dispersion curves for both paths at periods between 
5 and 45 s. 

Table 1 

List of Events 

Path 1 

Date Latitude Longitude Depth 
mm/d/y (N) (W) (Km) M 

I 4/21/91 16.61 98.98 16.0 4.2 
2 5/28/91 16.92 99.82 27.2 3.6 
3 1/9/92 17.00 99.65 30.2 4.7 
4 3/31/92 17.22 101.27 11.0 5.1 
5 12/24/92 16.62 99.29 18.4 4.8 
6 3/31/93 17.19 I 01.01 6.0 4.8 
7 5/15/93 16.55 98.68 15.6 5.6 
8 5/15/93 16.55 98.68 15.6 5.6 
9 24/10/93 16.63 98.97 34.6 6.5 
10 7/5/98 16.83 100.12 5.0 4.9 

Patlz 2 

1/8/97 16.13 95.57 36.0 4.6 
II 1/21/97 16.43 98.22 20.0 4.7 
III 2/3/98 15.77 96.36 32.9 6.4 
IV 3/3/98 15.71 96.46 12.3 4.9 

INVERSION 

Some details of the implementation ofGA and SA meth
ods to our problem are given in Appendix A. respectively. 
Here we describe some modifications done to the schemes 
originally proposed by Rodrfguez-Zufiiga eta/. ( 1997) and 
Goffc et al. ( 1994 ). as applied in this work. 

Time Saving. Because of the discrete model space. the 
selection process in GA inversion can lead to the repetition 
of models in different generations. This results in duplicate 
forward problem computations for the same model. To avoid 
these duplications we ensure that the algorithm computes 
the forward problem for each model just once. even if it ap
pears repeatedly in the current or the last generation. This 
saves a significant amount of time since the forward proh
lem computation consumes a major part of the total inver
sion time. 

Mi.~flt Function. The classical least-square inversion is 
based on the L2 norm and it implies an L2-typc misfit func-
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Fig. 2. Stacked dispersion curves and uncertainties for path 1 

(dark) and path 2 I light shading). 

~ion. In semi-global in version it is possible to se lec t any mis
Jt fu nction. In our scheme, for both GA and SA. we chose 
th~ semblance between the data and the synthe tics as the 
m1sfn function. 

The semblance is de fined by 

cost = 0.5 _ cross( obs, sywh ) 
auro(obs) + attfo(synth) 

where COI"f is th bl . . . 
1, . · : e scm ance-m1s f11. cross 1s the c ross-corrc-
cltlon. auto 1s th · and . c auto-corre lation, obs arc the o bservati ons 

.l_n uh a rc the syn thetics. 

c When the fit between data and synthetics is poor. the 
ross-corre lation i · 1 . 

0 5 0 s c ose to zero and the sem blance tends to 
· · n the other ha d h b . bet we n • 1 c scm lance van1shcs when the fit 

en the data and the synthet ics is good. 

Uncertaimy E . · . . 
vers· · . · .l flllla tton Ill Global Search. In li near in-

. ton II ts possi bl . . . 
mate tile . c to compute rcso lut1 on matnces to cstl -

uncena1 t · nloha) · . n Y 1n model paramete rs (Menke. 19X-l). In 
e < lllversJO . . 
spcct 10 11 , . _n , computallon of the panial dc ri va ti ves rc-

lc P-11 a meter · · · · Plllat ion 
1
• s IS not earned out and thus the com-

o resolution . . · . . . . 
lh ll> problc lllclll Ices IS not leas1hle. To overcome 

m, we propos h la11uy of th , · . · e a met od to measure the unccr-
c mverslon by t· k· . . , . 

In the da ta D . . . d mg 11110 dCcount the unccrta111ty 
. . unnglnvcrslon w k II 

n.:t1cal rcsr nnsc l i~ . . . · e eep a models whose then-
! . cs Ill Side the crrc . b d d r·· 

t ard deviat ion 1• 1 ·. . H an e mcd hy the s tan-
0 l l c ~ lacked d , . . · 

we do no! oht · . l ~ pc r s l on curves. As a rc:-.ull. 
din one model hlll · · ,. 

l·or pr·1u 1 .. 1 • . cl SCI o acceptahk mode ls . 
' C<t pw po:-.cl> Jt 1 . · 

II\ l' mol.fcl ,. I . . . . s c.: onven lenl In have a rcpresc nta-
o 11e e1111rc ~e l A .. · 1 · · s~um1ng t 1at a Gaussian dis lri-
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hut io n can represent I he set o f acccp1ahle rn m.lc Is. we com
pute an average mode l and an uncertainty of each parameter. 

Us ing this procedure. we takl' into account the uncl'nainty 
in the ohscrvcd stacked dispers ion cur\'e 10 evaluale the qual
ity o f our results . 

GROUP VELOCITY INVERSION 

As in similar works (e.g .. Campill o cl 11/ .. Jl-)!)6). we 

restric t the model s to three layers overlyi ng a half space for 
both pa ths. We in vert for the S-wave velocity of each layer 

and 1hc interface depths. A Po isson rati o o f 0 .25 is assumed 
in a ll layers. The densi li es arc compuled from the rl'lat ion 
given by Beneusse n ( 1977): 

Km p = 0.32a + 0.77. where a is I he P-wave vc locily 111 .1' 

g r 
and p is the density in --1 . 

C/11 ' 

The possible va rialion s in each para mc le r were rc
stricled hased on o priori informatio n fro m pre v io us works 
(e .g .. Va ldes et a/ .. 19R6: Carnpillo et o l .. I S>XY: Campi llu c r 

at .. I 996: Valdes and Mayer. I 996). 

Fig ures 3a and 3 h s how the in \-cncd S-wave wluc ity 

mode ls for pa ths I anl.i 2. respect ively. Dolled li nes s how the 
pre-cstahlished limils for each paramelcr. G ray linl's s lww 
all acceptable models. Solid lines n.:presen l 1he average mnd
c ls and the shaded area g ives the standard dcviali o n . The 
dashel.i -do lted line is 1he mode l de lermined by Campillo et 
a/. ( 1996) for the reg io n he! wee n I he Guarcro coas l and 
Mcxic..:o C ity. /\vcrage values and s tanl.ian.J l.fcvi;ll iuns of I he 
parameters o f the mode l for each path . ass um in g a G aussian 
distribution. arc li sted in Table 2. Thi s p roced ure g i,cs some 
idea of the rcso lul ion of different paramclers of 1he model. 
For example. Moho depths in 1hc i nven cd mol.fe Is fo r Pal h I 
show a large varia tion (Figure 3a ). imply ing poor resu lul io n 
o f th is paramete r. T his is a lso re fl ected in 1he re lati , ·l'ly large 
standard devia tion o f the depth I<> Mo ho. 

Nole that the average model for path I (llHH.lcl I J is 
diiTerc nl from 1ha1 oblaincd hy Cam pill o ct ol. ( 1996). al 
tho ugh the lia la used in bo th stul.iies arc s imilar. The l.iil'kr
c nce arises from the coiTectio n applie l.i in 1hc presenl ~IUdy 
to the systematic e rror in the COfllJ1Uia tion o f l.fi spcrs ion CUr\'l' 
d iscussed hy S hapi ro and Si ngh ( l<)9<J) as me n1 io ned ahnw. 
The a ve rage model ohlained for palh 2 (mode l 2 J c an hen> 
duced loa model wilh 1wo layers ovt: r a ha ll'-:-. pacc. l> incc lhl' 
con tra~ ! hctwee n lhe l> Upcrlic ial andl he sL'CorKII aya is neg
ligible. lm porl<lnl diiTercnccs hc1wec n mmkl-, I and 2 arl' 
(I) A ~uperfi c.: ial layer w ith a ~ li g llll y reduced \'l' loc ily f'pr 
path I ' which is ahscnl ror pat h two . Th i~ laye r G i ll hl' at lr ib
utcl.i to the meta-scdimc nl<try rocks forn11 ng thl' s haiiPw part 
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Table 2 

Parameters and uncertainties of average models. 
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Pig. J. Average she£tr-wave velocity model. (a) path I. Guerrero and (h) path 2. Oaxaca. Dashed ltnes shnw the pn:-cstahlishcd limits for each 
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of the Guerrero terrane; (2)Ashallower Moho depth in model 
2 than in model I. This result is in agreement with the model 
found by Valdes et al. ( 1986) for Oaxaca. In this model, the 
continental crust is thinner near the coast. The difference in 
the crustal structure probably reflects the different evolution 
of the Guerrero and the Oaxaca terranes. 

COMPARISON OF GA AND SA INVERSION TECH
NIQUES 

With the modifications mentioned earlier, the GAin
version is 30% faster than the SA inversion. On the other 
hand,. GA needs more memory as compared to SA. In prob
lems Involving a large number of parameters, a small com
puter might be insufficient for GA. A further advantage of 
the SA inversion is that it converges with a lesser misfit as 
c~mpared to the GA inversion, the reason being that GA uses 
dtsc~ete grids. Figure 4 shows a convergence comparison, 
relative computation times, and memory requirements. 

CONCLUSIONS 

v:'e have measured group-velocity dispersion curves of 
Rayleigh waves for two paths in south-central Mexico. One 

path crosses the Guerrero terrane, while the other traverses 
the Oaxaca terrane (Figure I). The measured dispersion 
curves have been inverted for S-wave velocity structure us
ing genetic and simulated annealing algorithms. The results 
for the two different methods arc very similar. For Guerrero, 
the average model consists of a superficial layer shear-wave 
velocity ( -3.12 km/s) that can be attributed to Cretaceous 
rocks. The Moho discontinuity is located at a depth of -43 
km. The superficial layer is not observed in Oaxaca and the 
Moho discontinuity is shallower ( -34 km). Thus our analy
sis shows significant differences in the crust below Guerrero 
and Oaxaca. 

We have tested the efficiency of the GA and SA inver
sion methods. We find that GA saves 30% of computation 
time as compared to SA. On the other hand, SA requires 
smaller memory and shows better convergence during the 
final iterations. 

APPENDIX 

Genetic Algorithm 

Our implementation of the genetic algorithm is similar 
to that proposed by Rodrfguez-Zufiiga et a/. ( 1996) 

10~~--------~--------~----------~---------.-----------.----------. 

S.A. 

G.A. I 
10"" 

0 50 100 0 50 100 
Relative Memory Size [%) 
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8 100 

! 
~ 50 
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,.....----
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10~~--------~---------L--------~L---------~--------~L---------~ 
0 2 3 4 5 

Fig. 4 · Misfit evolution of genetic algorithm (solid line) and simulated annealing technique(dotted line). The insets show the relative 
compute time and memory size. 
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(a) Solution space discretization and random initial popula
tion. The solution space is defined by a priori infonna
tion. To discrctize the space, an increment for each pa
rameter is established. The allowed values of each pa
rameter arc computed from 

x, = x0 + [ i * Ll] 

where x,=i'" value of the x parameter. Xu= first value of the x 
parameter. and~= increment of the x parameter. 

A model is a combination of parameters. which is codi
fied into a binary string. A random initial population is de
termined. The user controls the initial population size which 
remains the same during the inversion. 

(b) Forward modeling and misfit function. 

The algorithm computes the forward problem and the 
misfit for every model of the initial population. In our case, 
the forward problem was solved using the set of surface wave 
programs in Herrmann ( 1987). We chose the semblance (sec 
above) as the misfit function. 

(c) Selection. 

Our selection procedure consists of computing a sur
vival probability for each model following the "biased rou
lette" criterion (Goldberg, I 989). 

(d) Crossover. 

Genetic strings of a pair of models arc cut at a point 
selected randomly and then interchanged. This procedure is 
followed for all models. 

(e) Mutation 

Mutation is the change of parity over one bit for some 
models. The number of mutations depends of the stage of 
the process and follows the relation (Yamanaka and Ishida. 
1996): 

M 

r~ k L(i) 
t=l 

where yis the mutation probability. M is the number of pa
rameters. x is the average over parameter i and a, is the 
standard deviation over parameter i. 

Crustal structure from stuface-n·m·c, semiglobal inversion 

To avoid unnecessary computation, the forward prob
lem for models evaluated in a generation is not recomputed. 
This procedure permits saving of at least 30'k in computa
tion time. Figure A (left) shows a flow diagram of our genet
ics algorithm. 

Simulated Annealing Method 

Our implementation is similar to that proposed by Gaffe 
eta/. ( 1994) 

(a) For an initial model we compute the solution of the for
ward problem and its misfit function (as in GA). 

(b) The model parameters are perturbed so that 

X; = X;_1 * VM(i)rand, 

where x, is the vector of model parameters for the i-th itera
tion, VM is a vector which contains the maximum-step per
turbation and rand is a random number between 0 and 1 . 
The user initializes this vector and the program adjusts the 
values depending on temperature. 

(c) For the new pert~rbed model. the forward problem is 
solved and the m1sfit function is computed. The new 
model w~ll r~pl~ce the initial model according to the 
Metropohs cntena: 

{
eT AE>l 

P, I AE<I, 

where p, is the probability of a model to replace the initial 
model. A£ is the difference in the misfit of the initial mode) 
and the perturbed model, and Tis the initial temperature of 
the process. 

The control goes to the initial point and steps (a) to (c) 
are repeated intercalating VM adjustment and reduction of 
temperature according to 

where RT is a number close to but less than one. 

The algorithm stops when the misfit is less than some 
pre-established value. or when the maximum number of it
erations is reached. Figure A (right) shows a tlow diagram of 
our implementation of simulated annealing. 
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